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Asus zx53vw review



Check the ASUS ZX53VW 15.6 Gaming Laptop NVIDIA GTX 960M 4GB Intel Core i56300HQ 8GB DDR4 512GB SSD at Amazon. Recommend ASUS ZX53VW Gaming Laptop Review If there's a way to describe the ASUS ZX53VW gaming laptop in the shortest possible sense, this would be the gaming laptop you
could anywhere. Of course, the best way that could have been formulated would be portable gaming device, but we all know that there is a real machine designed specifically for this. What ASUS ZX53VW has goes for it is that it allows passionate video players to still play the games they love wherever they go. The
device is portable so that it can be carried around easily; is thin, so space is not a problem; and it's powerful, so you can enjoy games without much delay. But what else is there? The design of the ZX53VW is immediately attractive. With design inspiration from a stealth F-22 fighter, strength is what immediately comes to
mind when looking at this piece of machinery. The ZX53VW clearly has a unique design with its sloping surfaces. The car also comes in black, which adds a touch of elegance to it. There are so many details that make a laptop games worth it or not, but the keyboard design has to be there. After all, it's one of the major
input devices that it has to do with so it better be good. And the ZX53VW is pretty good. One of the highlights of the keyboard is that they are rearlit with red light, so it is easier to play games in the dark or in poorly lit areas. Another design aspect that matters to users is the screen. With ASUS ZX53VW, users get a full
HD panel with no glow. In a player survey, ASUS found that it prefers a matte panel that has a wide view so that it achieves maximum visibility regardless of the condition. They applied this need in ZX53VW. Not only does the ZX53VW provide high visibility in any condition, it also offers vivid colors that not only make
games better, but also do creative work and using your laptop for entertainment purposes. The ZX53VW is a little shorter than 16 inches, but there is enough screen space to enjoy someone's favorite games. The ZX53VW performance has been designed to enable not only excellent gaming performance, but also
superior multitasking. Equipped with a 6th-generation Intel Core processor, the laptop can perform lightning-fast tasks. All this is done even better with 8GB of DDR3 RAM. ASUS ZX53VW is also equipped with a 512GB SSD that allows faster charging times and excellent gaming performance. Lag is one of the most
annoying problems when it comes to games, but ASUS has found a way to address this in ZX53VW. With both software and hardware optimization, ASUS has created a device that not only works quickly, but lessied delay issues. The technology behind it is called GameFirst III and what it does is it makes the flow of
game data within a user a priority. As a result, the gap is narrow. Battery life is another major aspect when it comes to gaming laptops. While the ZX53VW battery might be better, devices like this will almost always suffer from rapid battery leakage. Then again, making small chances could improve things a bit like
lowering the brightness of the screen. The ZX53VW graphic is equipped with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 graphics card. It's from the NVIDIA Maxwell line, which is the most advanced architecture the company has ever produced. It is capable of delivering excellent performance and its energy efficiency is unmatched.
The chipset also offers state-of-the-art features such as advanced sampling and Super Resolution technology, which allows for a 4K gaming experience. Check the ASUS ZX53VW 15.6 Gaming Laptop NVIDIA GTX 960M 4GB Intel Core i56300HQ 8GB DDR4 512GB SSD at Amazon. Asus ZX53WV's Pros &amp; Cons
Pro is a powerful car with its price. ZX53VW can be considered a mid-range product, but it definitely has premium features. It has a pretty fast processor, so users can multitasking and don't have device lag. With a fast processor, games are an experience on ZX53VW. It's got red keys illuminated from the back. The
ability to use a device even in dimly lit conditions or with the lights off is high and the ZX53VW offers this. It has a screen that doesn't shine. One of the major outlets of the ZX53VW is its portability: the fact that it can be taken just about anywhere. With a matte panel with wide view, players can take their device outdoors
or in bright conditions and have no problems viewing the screen. In addition to working in almost any condition, the screen also offers large colors. Solve the delay problems. ZX53VW features GameFirst III technology that prioritizes the flow of game data to a network. As such, the result is a much smoother gaming
experience with fewer delays. Cons of ASUS ZX53WV It has a fairly short battery life. This issue is relevant in gaming devices. Unfortunately, the same is true of the ZX53VW. This could stop some players who want to play games for more untethered. Then again, small changes, would be decreasing the brightness of
the screen can help preserve battery life. It's hard enough. This statement seems to invalidate the portability factor, but the ZX53VW does not weight a bit on the bulky side. Yes, it's thin and powerful, but it comes at 5.5 pounds - not the easiest of laptops around these days. The VERDICT ASUS ZX53VW gaming laptop
is undoubtedly a powerful machine, given its fast processor, ample space and GameFirst technology However, small defects do not exist with powerful devices and unfortunately that is true when it comes to that. ZX53VW battery life could do much better, but at its price and specifications, this is just a minor problem. The
easy part of this laptop does not make for comfortable transport either, despite being marketed as a portable machine. All that being said, those who are looking for a more than decent gaming laptop would be delighted with what the ZX53VW offers. Check the ASUS ZX53VW 15.6 Gaming Laptop NVIDIA GTX 960M
4GB Intel Core i56300HQ 8GB DDR4 512GB SSD at Amazon. 64 out of 66 people have found the following useful upgrade ready laptop review supports 32GB RAM and up to a 2TB M.2 SATA SSD – See important instructions to configure the display adapter, December 9, 2016 By MICHAEL G LUSTIG (NJ USA) - See
all my reviews This review is from: ASUS ZX53VW 15.6 Gaming Laptop, NVIDIA, GTX 960M 4GB, FHD, Intel Core i5-6300HQ, 8GB DDR4, 512GB SSD, Backlit Keyboard, Microsoft Signature Image, Anti-Glare Matte Display. (Personal computers) Comes Customer Review Free Product (What's That?) This new
ZX53VW gaming laptop from Asus is a true powerhouse. It comes with a 4GB NVIDIA GTX 960M that supports 4K video on an external monitor through the HDMI port. SEE LOWER INSTRUCTIONS to make the GTX 960M the default display adapter. There's not a lot of detailed information on this laptop, so here's what
I know:* There's a USB C connector, but it's not Thunderbolt so it can't be used for video (I was really hoping for this to work for a dual monitor setup.) * There's 8GB of DDR4 laptop memory included. There are two memory slots and 16GB support per slot for a total of 32GB. See my photo where I removed the 8GB chip
and added two 16GB DDR4 chips for 32GB RAM. Be sure to buy MEMORY DDR 4 laptop as Crucial 16GB Single DDR4 2133 MT/s (PC4-17000) SODIMM 260-Pin Memory – CT16G4SFD8213 for a total of 24GB RAM or... Read more 97 out of 105 people found the following review useful Wow. Buy this if you want
more game power than an XBoxOne or PS4 in a portable laptop., November 27, 2016 By ProfessorF - See all my Verified Purchase reviews (What is this?) This review is from: ASUS ZX53VW 15.6Laptop gaming, NVIDIA, GTX 960M 4GB, FHD, Intel Core i5-6300HQ, 8GB DDR4, 512GB SSD, backlit keyboard, Microsoft
signature image, Anti-Glare Matte Display. (Personal computers) BACKGROUND: I'm a gamer (and a teacher too :-). I wanted a laptop that could play my favorite game (Dark Souls 3) at max settings, 1080p/30fps, and also run R for statistical analysis. Dark Souls 3 is an intensive graphics game, and my previous laptop
couldn't even muster 10fps with its AMD A10 APU. SUMMARY OF FAST CHARACTERISTICS: ASUS ZX53VW has a quad-core Intel i5-6300HQ processor and dedicated NVidia GTX 960M w/4GB RAM, 8GB of RAM, and a 512Mb SSD, DVD (yes!), 2 USB ports 1 USB 2.0 port, 1 USB C port (smartphone), and SDCUT
card reader at CHASE: If you want the power of an Xbox One or PS4, next-gen console, in a laptop, this is the cheapest solution- this is the cheapest laptop that outperforms game consoles. This computer is extremely fast. Played Dark Dark 3 (again an intensive graphics game) at max 1080p/30-35fps settings, and at
low settings 1080p/50-60fps. That's better performance than that you get on an Xbox One or PS4... Read more 20 out of 22 people found the following useful review Good value for money WITH EXCEPTIA - Battery life is poor., March 8, 2017 By Galaxy Tech Review (USA) - See all my reviews Verified Purchase(What's
this?) This review is from: ASUS ZX53VW 15.6Laptop gaming, NVIDIA, GTX 960M 4GB, FHD, Intel Core i5-6300HQ, 8GB DDR4, 512GB SSD, backlit keyboard, Microsoft signature image, Anti-Glare Matte Display. (Personal computers) Client Video Review Length:: 08:27 Asus ZX53 VW is a great laptop for price.
Pros512 GB m.2 Sata drive8GB DDR4 RAMThe screen that comes with it is an LG IPS screen (great viewing angles) Nvidia GTX 960M with 4GB of memory GDDR5Backlit Keyboard is solid and nice to type solid construction all aroundGood ventilation, hot air blows under load, but the keyboard does not hotWill play the
newest games on high settings. ConsBattery's life is under the hair on this model, but if you're connected to most of the time, it doesn't really matter?****EDIT *** So I did some more extensive testing on this laptop, battery life is relegated to Fair at best. If you will be constantly connected to a wall socket, then this laptop
is fine, but does require much of the battery life. It is a shame that such a well-built model is packed with such a low capacity battery. I'll be back... Read more
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